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Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) chromosomal organization
impacts critical cellular processes including transcription,
replication, and genomic stability. Despite the ubiquity of
these challenges, recent 3C-based experiments [1] suggest
that major features of interphase chromosomal organiza-
tion vary across eukaryotes. In human cells, Hi-C revealed
that chromosomal regions of similar functional state (eg.
high gene expression) were enriched for contact probabil-
i t yi n3 D[ 2 ] .C o n v e r s e l y ,3D contact probability was
depleted between regions with different functional states.
Moreover, the probability of a contact between two geno-
mic loci was found to be inversely proportional to inter-
vening genomic distance, s
1 and consistent with an
unknotted non-equilibrium fractal globular polymer state.
Here we analyze new, high-coverage, Hi-C data and devel-
oped stochastic simulations of polymer dynamics to study
the spatial organization of yeast chromosomes.
Results
Unlike in human chromosomes, we find no evidence of a
domain-type organization in yeast. Furthermore, we find
that contact probability decays more like s
-3/2 with increas-
ing genomic distance in cerevisiae; this indicates that yeast
chromosomes do not exhibit a fractal globule organization.
Instead, we find that a Rabl-like organization of chromo-
somes and constraints from the nucleolus appear to be the
most prominent features of chromatin organization [3,4].
In this Rabl organization, centromeres are co-localized
near the spindle pole body on one side of the nucleus. Our
stochastic polymer simulations allow us to reconstruct
conformational ensembles consistent with Hi-C maps. We
demonstrate that a Rabl organization leads to cross-like
patterns of interactions between centromeric regions, as
observed in yeast Hi-C data. Our simulations also allow us
to match experimental data on diffusion of individual
genomic loci; this allows us to study the temporal evolution
of chromosomal conformations.
Conclusions
Our models show that: (1) yeast chromosomes are gener-
ally consistent with a mildly confined “equilibrium globu-
lar” polymer state, in contrast with observations in human
cell lines; (2) tethering in a Rabl conformation induces a
‘polymer brush’ effect which reproduces the majority of
observed intra- and inter- chromosomal Hi-C interactions
in yeast; (3) rapid progression through the cell cycle allows
for spatial, but not necessarily topological, equilibration of
yeast chromosomes, limiting their mutual entanglement.
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